Dear St Michael’s College Community,

This weekend, a group of St Michael’s College indigenous students and families, as well as staff, will be in Melbourne as part of National Reconciliation Week. They will be participating in a number of activities, including ‘The Long Walk’ 10th anniversary celebrations and ‘Dreamtime at the G’. This is a wonderful opportunity and we wish them all the best for a memorable experience. The trip is one of a number of initiatives undertaken by the College in recent times, supported by a commitment to our recently completed Reconciliation Action Plan.

The excerpt below is taken from the Reconciliation Australia website and explains a little more about Reconciliation week. I would encourage all in the St Michael’s Community to be increasingly informed about the issues and to all do our part towards Reconciliation.

NATIONAL RECONCILIATION WEEK

Reconciliation involves building positive, respectful relationships between the broader Australian community and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples for the benefit of all Australians. To create positive change we need more people talking about the issues and getting involved.

National Reconciliation Week is a time for all Australians to learn about our shared histories, cultures and achievements, and to contribute to building a reconciled Australia.

National Reconciliation Week started as the Week of Prayer for Reconciliation in 1993 and was supported by Australia’s major religious groups. Under the guidance of the Council for Aboriginal Reconciliation (now Reconciliation Australia), it evolved into the week-long celebration that it is today.

Every year, it is held between two significant milestones in Australia’s history, May 27 and June 3. May 27 is the anniversary of the 1967 referendum in which more than 90% of Australians voted ‘Yes’ to count Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in the census and give the Australian Government the power to make laws for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. The day before National Reconciliation Week, 26 May, is National Sorry Day, which was first held in Sydney in 1998 and is now commemorated nationally to remember and honour the Stolen Generations. June 3 marks the historic 1992 Mabo decision in which the High Court of Australia recognised native title – the recognition that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples’ rights over their lands did survive British colonisation.

The theme for National Reconciliation Week 2014 is Let’s Walk the Talk, so Australians across the nation can start putting their words into action. There are many ways to celebrate National Reconciliation Week and to ‘walk the talk’ by contributing to the wider effort to build a reconciled Australia. Find out more at http://www.reconciliation.org.au/

John Foley
Principal
Parents are advised that on Friday June 6, teaching staff from both Campuses will be engaged in professional learning. Students do not attend school on this day.
SOLD OUT!
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT.

MAD QUIZ NIGHT
BACK TO THE 1980’s

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS ...

To the many businesses who have sponsored our MAD Quiz Night, with donations of goods and services, we say ... THANK YOU! We encourage members of the St Michael’s College community to support these generous community-minded proprietors.


WEA adult learning ~ WFI ~ Zootz Kitchen Bar

PRIMARY CAMPUS

MARK LE MESSURIER–PARENT EDUCATION SEMINAR

All primary parents are invited to take the opportunity to attend a parent education seminar with Mark Le Messurier on the topic of

RAISING BEAUT KIDS ~ 4 June 6:30pm ~ 8:00pm at the Primary Campus Founders Hall.

INCLEMENT WEATHER

Parents and Caregivers are advised that on days of inclement weather they may IN PERSON collect their son from his class from 3:10 pm. Students will not be dismissed unless they are collected in person. This is to assist families in picking up their sons in a safe and orderly manner when the volume of traffic after school is likely to be very high. Motorists are NOT to park in the pick-up zone whilst collecting their son from the classroom. The aim is to maximise the available space for the 3:20pm peak pick up by providing an alternative to those parents who are prepared to park and walk.

CATHOLIC EDUCATION SA VOLUNTEER CLEARANCE LETTERS

The following information is provided to assist in understanding the procedure regarding Catholic Education Clearance letters. Parents must bring their original police check letter into the administration office to sight/copy as soon as they receive it. SMC holds copies of CESA clearance letters for our own purposes. Parents must treat the original letter with care as you would your passport etc. Parents are informed of this process when lodging their forms. Parents should refrain from calling the Police Check Unit to check on the status of their police checks. It is important to allow up to 6 weeks processing for all applications. Only parents with the current CESA clearance letter will be permitted to attend as volunteers on school excursions. This policy is in place for the well being of all students.

FAMILY MASS

Please note the Family Mass on Sunday 29 June at 9:00am in the Beverley Chapel. An invitation to all SMC families is extended.

LATENESS

Missing a few minutes of school each day might not seem such an issue but research shows that mornings are the most productive time for children. That late arrival especially, if it is habit forming, places your son at a distinct disadvantage to fully utilise the most valuable learning time of the day. Several helpful hints are:

• Establish a morning routine and remove distractions such as television and electronic games
• Set realistic time expectations including checking the school bag the night before

CYBER AWARENESS

The following are 7 Key Messages to form the basis of ‘Online Safe Usage’ for your children

• Respect others
• Think before you send
• Treat passwords like house keys
• Block bullies
• Don’t reply to unwanted messages
• Save offending messages
• Report inappropriate messages to a trusted adult
CANCELATION OF SPORTS TRAINING
If the need to cancel sports trainings because of inclement weather becomes necessary a decision will be made at 2:30pm on the day of the training. Students will be informed and a text message will be sent to families advising them of the cancellation. Please be punctual to collect your son upon completion of trainings at 4:30pm unless otherwise stated.
Mr Kym Clark, Director Lasallian Mission

UPPER PRIMARY (BEVERLEY CAMPUS)

Integrated Learning: As you would already know by now, all Years 5, 6 and 7 students are excited with the next stage of our Integrated Learning Technologies Program. The iPads are coming home. This will enable students to continue with the use of iPads as a learning tool to support classroom practices and methodologies.

Many classes are using the app iMovie. Years 5 and 6 used this application as part of Religious Education, while later in the term, Year 7s will use this app in English where they will have to prepare and deliver a policy speech. This learning outcome is also linked to their Civics and Citizenship course.

Upper Primary Co-Curricular Activities: It is great to see so many students participate in our co-curricular activities. After school, our oval is a hive of activity with numerous sporting teams going through their practices. If your son is not involved and you would like him to be, contact Mr Lachlan Bartlett and he will find a spot and a team for your son.

Keen Gardeners: Finally if you collect your son from school on Fridays, come a little earlier than usual and you will see some future Year 7 gardeners with their Reception buddies tending away in the school’s garden. It looks a treat at the moment and students can't wait to use some of the produce to create some healthy dishes.

Mr Angelo Zanetti (Upper Primary Co-ordinator)

SECONDARY CAMPUS

YEAR 8 CYBER BULLYING PROGRAM
This term in Year 8 we have had a pastoral focus on Cyberbullying. Cyberbullying is using technology to deliberately bully someone. The Federal Government initiative on this issue outlines the need for young people to report it, talk about it and support one another to stop it.

Cyberbullying can consist of: abusive text messages and emails, hurtful images or videos, excluding others, gossiping and being nasty online. We had a fantastic extended pastoral session with the girls in Year 8 and had a discussion with two of the Year 12 Leaders, Olivia and Scarlett Parker. These two leaders were able to answer many of the girls’ questions of what it was like as students being in Years 8-12 in regards to using technology. In the upcoming weeks we will have a visit from the South Australian Police Department whereby students will be addressed about the police view and stance on cyberbullying and current legislative developments. In closing, students also viewed the video below which again was tremendous in being able to give students a better understanding of the stance St Michael’s College takes in regards to attempting to combat Cyberbullying. Cyberbullying Virus link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vmQ8nM7b6XQ

Mr Matt Williams, Year 8 Year Level Director

YEAR 9 RETREAT – THURSDAY 5 JUNE
On Thursday 5 June 2014, the College will conduct the annual Year 9 Retreat Day. Students will participate in a range of activities that will foster friendships and reflective experiences aimed at exploring their relationships with each other, and their God. The Retreat will be conducted at the Adelaide Arena, 44A Crittenden Road, Findon, in the upstairs function room. The Program will also include walking in groups to our Beverley Campus for interactive activities with our primary students and activities on the Adelaide Arena oval. Students are asked to arrive by 8:45am at the venue, ready for a 9:00am start, and will be dismissed from the venue by 2:45pm. Please refer to the parent permission letter for further details.

Mrs Briggsie Jaeschke, Director of Mission

YEAR 10 LEAD WITH HOPE SEMINAR
On 20 May, 4 Year 10 student leaders were fortunate enough to attend the Lead with Hope seminar at a Brompton Primary School with Mr Labrosciano. There were several guest speakers who discussed the important issue of refugees and asylum seekers and their opinions on the matter. A woman from the Australian Refugee Association (ARA) shared with us a slide show that helped us feel empathy towards these groups of people and placed us in the position of a refugee. It was very moving as we saw what they had to go through and the tough decisions they often have to make in order to seek safety. We then went to the Welcome Centre nearby where we were lucky enough to speak with various people who shared with us their experiences in refugee camps and their background stories. It was a very interesting afternoon that we all learnt a lot from.

Ellen Newberry & Mitchell Tanner

YEAR 11 RAP PROGRAM
On Thursday 15 May all Year 11 students attended the RAP program. The following is the response from Chas Thomas, Station Officer, the presenter for the day.

“Great to present to your well behaved students in your fantastic facility, congratulations on the job you guys are doing with your group. As you know our evaluation forms have been developed in the hope we can identify changes in attitude that can lead to changes in behaviours in the students as road users. The students nominate on the evaluation form what type of road user they believe they are prior to the RAP presentation and then indicate the type of road user they intend to be after witnessing RAP.

Of your group of 214 students 144 students nominated that they were RISK TAKERS as road users prior to seeing RAP, with all 214 checking the box indicating they choose to be a RESPONSIBLE ROAD USER after experiencing the RAP presentation. In response to the question, “Following the program will you adopt safer road behaviours?” All 214 students said yes. There was a similar response from the parents who attended the same program the night before.

It is hoped that the students will carry this awareness as more of them gain their licence.
**The following comment was typical of students responses:**

“It was very confronting and very true too. It raises a lot of possibilities to become safer. I will become more aware on the road now even when not driving.”

*Mrs Dunn, Year Level Director – Year 11*

---

**SCIENCE NEWS**

As part of the Year 10 Science course students are required to design and construct a device that will prevent the egg cracking. The design involves understanding Newton’s Laws of Motion and working in teams to design and build the device. Mr Pezos’ class pictured have come up with some great examples. Many budding engineers for the future!

*Mr Dempsey, Head of Science*

---

**DEBATING**

The 2014 Debating SA competition has begun and St Michael’s College has registered a Year 8 and Year 10 team. The Year 8 debaters are Christian Alexandru, Michael Foley, Ashwini Fredrick, Rebeka Haracic and Maitena Perez. The Year 10 team comprises seasoned debaters from Year 10 Brandon Le, Isabella McCulloch and Amir Owrang, and from Year 9 Rose Ciampa, Dominique Di Ciocco, Scott Hanel and Michael Laden. Coaches for this year are once again Mrs Bev Coleman and Mrs Carmen Swan.

The Year 8 topics so far have been thought-provoking and challenging: “That we should say “no” to toll roads in Adelaide” and “That childhood is losing its magic”. The Year 8 team won their first debate against St Mary’s College and are busily preparing for their second debate against Prince Alfred College.

The Year 10 topics have been topical and of ethical interest: “That the Government has no business bailing out big business” and “That Lunar industries acted improperly” (based on the 2009 movie, Moon). The Year 10 team also won their first debate against St John’s Grammar and are currently preparing to pit their argumentative skills against Prince Alfred College.

The coaches continue to be impressed with the increasing maturity of returning debaters and the development of new debaters. Our role is to facilitate and encourage students as they learn to expand their views, increase their confidence, become supportive and improve their organisational skills. Each new topic provides opportunity to learn something new and interesting, and to challenge our thinking.

As in previous years, we continue to enjoy the support and enthusiasm of family and friends who find time to watch and listen to the evening debates. The St Michael’s group is often a significant part of each audience.

The competition consists of 5 debates, over Term 2 and Term 3, with teams ranked according to their overall team result, based on individual speeches scored out of 100. For each year level, the top 8 teams will continue to the finals. Since entering the Debating SA competition 4 years ago, St Michael’s has always had at least one team competing in the finals. We continue to put in our best effort for this year’s teams to maintain this achievement.

*Mrs Bev Coleman and Mrs Carmen Swan*

---

**YEAR 10 MT LOFTY CHALLENGE**

Some of the walking trails around Cleland Wildlife Park and Mount Lofty were well used last Thursday as over 220 Year 10 St Michael’s students, 15 of their teachers and 3 student teachers spent the day engaged in the annual Mt Lofty Challenge. The participants travelled by bus to Cleland and then set off around the perimeter of the park, down to the Waterfall Gully track, and up to Mt Lofty.

This route, while reasonably short and well maintained, has some quite difficult ascents and descents and it was really good to see how well our students supported and encouraged each other as many were pushed a little outside their comfort zones. After a short rest break at the summit, the entourage headed back to the buses at Cleland by the same route, where they enjoyed a well-earned lunch break and some reflective time together before returning to the College.

We were blessed with perfect bushwalking weather, especially given that the forecast had been for a band of rain to pass over the area that morning and the previous week or so had been quite warm for late May.

Thanks are in order to the team of teachers and the behind the scenes support staff who so willingly gave their time and energy to make this day a success. It was quite a trial for many of them as well! Most importantly though, the student cohort is to be congratulated on the way they stepped up and gave of their best to (mostly) complete this challenge as well as they did.

*Mr Tony Healy, Year Level Director – Year 10*
MUSIC DEPARTMENT NEWS

INDIANA UNIVERSITY USA VISITS SMC!
Last Friday, SMC were incredibly fortunate to have 57 students from the Jacobs School of Music, University of Indiana, visit our music department to do a 3 hour workshop and performance for Big Band 1 and the SMC Choir. The Group is called "The Singing Hoosiers", and is a fantastic show choir with 8 piece band. The choir dazzled our students with their breathtaking vocal accuracy, choreography, stage craft and discipline. We learnt a lot from this amazing musical group.

On the Sunday night, the choir was lucky enough to perform for a major choral concert with The Singing Hoosiers, called 'The Southern Stars Choral Festival', in Scott Theatre, Adelaide Uni. The night was an amazing success, culminating with around 200 singers all joining in a rousing rendition of "Bridge Over Troubled Water". The audience was left with goose bumps! Huge thanks to the incredible Dr Steve Zegree and Ly Wilder for bringing such fun, joy and expertise to our students. Also to Saz Burton from Cabra College for making it all happen.

"THE BREWSTER BROTHERS" (THE ANGELS) WORKSHOP
Two weeks ago we were privileged to have John and Rick Brewster visit the SMC Music Department to do a talk and workshop with our students. This was a very informative talk, and our students learnt a lot from them about the music industry, how to make it, songwriting, musical influences, royalties, and a whole range of related issues. The workshop ended with a number of our students joining the Brewsters to perform some Angels classics, including "Am I Ever Gonna See Your Face Again", "Take A Long Line", and "No Secrets".

"THE POTBELLEEZ" SONG WRITING WORKSHOP WEEK 6
Next week, we have a two day songwriting workshop for a group of 16 students. This will be with the lead singer of The Potbelleez, Ilan Kidron, and US record Producer, Robert Conley. This promises to be an unforgettable, highly educational time for these students. We look forward to hearing their songs as an end result!  

Mr Tim Donovan, Director of Music

STUDENT SERVICES

Please be aware that many of these articles have extra information that can be accessed on the Student Services Intranet page: http://intranet/secondary/student_services/latest_news/current.pdf#

SEIZING OPPORTUNITIES
Over the last week we have invited Year 11 students to nominate for a special Commerce Careers Day at the University of SA and Year 10 students (eligible for University equity consideration) to participate in an upcoming Introduction to Uni Day. We are pleased that 2 students have nominated for each event, but are somewhat disappointed more students do not feel comfortable taking advantage of these wonderful opportunities. We emailed the relevant Year levels directly with this information and put it in the Daily Notices as well. We hope news of these events does make it home so parents are also in a position to encourage students to take advantage of such opportunities.

CAREERS NIGHT WITH A SOUTH AUSTRALIAN FOCUS.
Our annual Careers Night will be held at on Monday 4 August at the College between 6:00pm and 8:00pm. As well as traditional tertiary and vocational representatives, we are targeting some of the key industries identified as South Australian Strategic Plan and hope students think outside the square. For example we are expecting that with the "South Australia Paddock to Plate": Food theme, students may consider pathways in Agriculture and Food Production. There is a great website that captures much of this South Australian Industry and Employment data: http://www.skills.sa.gov.au/DesktopModules/Bring2mind/DMX/Download.aspx?Command=Core_Download&EntryId=188&PortalId=0&TabId=1004 Also the South Australia Strategic Plan website: http://saplan.org.au/ has some great links through to the Manufacturing Works magazine which this month looks at the area of Food Production – something else for our budding engineers and scientists to consider. We hope to release a draft Careers Night program the week before the event so families can plan ahead.
HENLEY HIGH SCHOOL TRAINING CENTRE CAREER EXPO Wednesday 4 June from 5pm – 7pm.
The aim of the expo is to enable students and parents to discuss post school career paths and opportunities focussing on pathways including; Engineering, Computer & Mathematical Sciences; Computer Systems; Geoscience; Electronics; Electrical; Refrigeration; Building and Construction; Maritime; Metal Construction and Fabrication; Motor Trades; Defence. Students and parents from local schools interested in discussing post-secondary school pathways with educational and training organisations, and industry experts are invited. Please refer to attached flyer (See Intranet Student Services Latest News) or contact Angelo Plantadosi at HHS for further details, via phone 8355 7000 or email Angelo.Plantadosi@henleyhs.sa.edu.au.

YEAR 12 STUDENTS INTERESTED IN APPLYING FOR MEDICINE, DENTISTRY OR OPTOMETRY UMAT Registration Deadline Friday 6 June See http://umat.acer.edu.au/.

UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE INFORMATION SESSIONS BACHELOR OF MEDICINE AND BACHELOR OF SURGERY INFORMATION SESSION Monday 2 June – 6:30 pm for 7:00 pm start (1 hour) Where: Flentje Lecture Theatre, Barr Smith South, North Terrace Campus.

BACHELOR OF DENTAL SURGERY/BACHELOR OF ORAL HEALTH INFORMATION SESSION
When: Tuesday 3 June – 6:30 pm for 7:00 pm start (1.5 hours).Where: Flentje Lecture Theatre, Barr Smith South, North Terrace Campus.
The contact person for both sessions is Nicole Rubino and the sessions can be booked into via the following links: health.adelaide.edu.au/future-students/info-session/medicine/; health.adelaide.edu.au/future-students/info-session/dent-oralhealth/.

STUDENT EXCHANGES AUSTRALIA
Information Evening. Hear from returned students, find out more about discounts and scholarships available and have your questions answered Wednesday 4 June at 7:30 pm at the Adina Hotel, 2 Flinders Street Adelaide. Visit www.studentexchange.org.au or call 1300 135 331 for more information.

ALLAN MILLER DRIVING SCHOOL
We have just heard that the cost of the Cert 2 in Driver Competency run by Allan Miller here at school, has risen to $1795 for RAA members and $1895 for non RAA members.

Parents who have already indicated their interest to enrol in the Semester 2 course will be contacted this week by Allan Miller and informed that the price will remain the same if the enrolments are returned by close of business on 30 June. Other parents interested in the Semester 2 driver education course should contact Lesley 0433 795 385 and enrol by 30 June to avoid a price increase.

YEAR 11 WORK EXPERIENCE
Last week saw our Year 11 students complete a week of Work Experience. The week provides students with practical first-hand experience and allows students to build upon the work undertaken in the Personal Learning Plan in Year 10. It can be quite a challenging week for many students, as they are placed in an entirely new environment. The week provides students with a fantastic opportunity for personal growth. Furthermore, it allows students to build networks within an industry, provide motivation and direction with their studies, and provides them with further information on making informed decisions about certain career pathways.

A diverse range of industries were represented in offering placements. Feedback from workplace providers, staff and students was encouraging and the students represented the College in the best way possible.

Many thanks to Mrs Nikki Tidd and Mrs Margaret Dunn, Year Level Director, for their support which allowed the week to run smoothly. Many thanks should also go to staff who either contacted or visited students and supervisors throughout the week. This can be a time consuming task, but one the students very much appreciate. Congratulations should also go to the Year 11 students who represented the College with pride and enthusiasm.

Finally, we thank the many businesses and organisations for their generous support in offering placements for our students.

Please note that there will be students undertaking Work Experience placements throughout the year, with a particular focus being on trades. If you, or anybody you know, is willing to help out with a placement, please contact me via the administration office on 8356 5966 or email me at anthony.vizaniaris@smc.sa.edu.au. Any help would be appreciated.

Ms Rose Coorey - Career Counsellor, Mr Anthony Vizaniaris - Career & Personal Counsellor & Mr Kevin Woolford - VET Coordinator
YOUNG PEOPLE WITHOUT BORDERS

Scholarships are now open for current Year 12 students to apply for scholarships to volunteer in Asia in 2015! Go to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6IXGsYOcXhQ for more details.

OLD SCHOLARS

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?

Mr Angelo Spadavecchia (Class of 1999)

_Angelo Spadavecchia reflected that he first met the De La Salle Brothers as a 10 year old student who had just been enrolled in Year 5 at St Michael's College. At the time he could never have imagined that over 20 years later his long and extensive association with St Michael's College and the De La Salle Brothers would continue to flourish both in Australia and Internationally. Angelo remarked that; “St Michael's College and the De La Salle Brothers profoundly shaped my education, faith, life journey and work”._

Angelo Spadavecchia has recently returned to Australia to teach for a second time at St Michael’s College. Angelo was College Captain (‘99) and was also awarded the De La Salle Award. Following Year 12 Angelo helped establish Lasallian Youth Ministry at St Michael’s College and in 2001 coordinated the inaugural Camp La Salle.

His qualifications include a Bachelor of Theology and a Master in International Law and International Relations, focusing on Human Rights. During his Masters studying in Sydney, Angelo worked as an Intern at the Refugee Council of Australia. These degrees and experiences opened a number of opportunities working in International Development and Social Justice, including teaching and promoting human rights education in Mulan Indigenous Community, the Kimberley, WA.

After working as a teacher in Adelaide, Angelo then moved to Rome, initially as an Intern with the Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace, Vatican City and then employed at the Lasallian Solidarity and Development Secretariat (De La Salle Brothers Headquarters) in Rome. In this role, Angelo visited a number of Lasallian Development programs in Ethiopia, South Sudan and the Middle East. He also attended various international meetings at the Vatican and United Nations both in Rome and Geneva. During his time working in Rome, Angelo liaised with the Australian Embassy to initiate Special Briefings for Ambassadors to the Holy See (the Vatican) on Bethlehem University and South Sudan. Most recently Angelo worked in Rome as Director of Communications for Solidarity with South Sudan.

Angelo felt humbled to receive Holy Communion from Pope Benedict XVI and honoured to be invited as an altar server at the Canonisation of Mary MacKillop in St Peter’s Square.

Angelo is definitely happy to be “home” teaching again at St Michael’s College. Angelo is also continuing his voluntary role, as Australian Liaison for Bethlehem University in the Holy Land, a university operated by the De La Salle Brothers.

ARE YOU AN OLD SCHOLAR?

Please update your contact details via the College website … http://www.smc.sa.edu.au/old-scholars. In 2014, St Michael’s College will be celebrating 60 Years in education. Join us in the celebration!

COMMUNITY NEWS

THE CONOCOPHILLIPS SCIENCE EXPERIENCE

Science activities for students in Years 9 and 10 for 3 or 4 days. Dates, costs and further information including application forms are available from: www.scienceexperience.com.au.

STUDENT EXCHANGE OPPORTUNITIES

FREE STUDENT EXCHANGE INFORMATION EVENING IN ADELAIDE. Hear from returned students, find out more about discounts and scholarships available and ask questions. Wednesday, 4 June at 7:30pm, Adina Apartment Hotel Adelaide Treasury, Cnr King William & Flinders Street, Adelaide. Visit www.studentexchange.org.au or call 1300 135 331 for more information.

FREE PARENTING SEMINAR – Michael Grose


YOUTH GROUP DISCO

All students Years 6 - 9 are invited on Friday 30 May 2014 at 7:30pm – 10:00pm – Admission: $5.00. Our Lady of the Sacred Heart Catholic Church, 420 Seaview Road, Henley Beach. Supervision provided.
SCHOOL IMMUNISATION DATES
Visit 4  Thursday 24 July 2014  Year 9 Boys: HPV (2)
Absent Year 8s and 9s: Boostrix
Visit 5  Thursday 23 October 2014  All Year 8’s: HPV (3)
Visit 6  Thursday 27 November 2014  Year 9 Boys: HPV (3)

UNIFORMS  DOBSONS UNIFORM SHOP - 1 Lawrie Street, Henley Beach


Normal Trading Hours:  Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday  8:00am – 4:15pm
Please contact Mary or Margaret on 8150 2306 to arrange an appointment.
PLEASE NOTE: The Uniform Shop will be closing at 4:00pm on Tuesday 3 June 2014

SPORTS CENTRE SCHOOL WEAR
For supplies of co-curricular uniforms.
www.sportscentre.com.au

SECOND HAND UNIFORMS: ONLINE SELLING & BUYING
Please refer to the College website for information relating to the sale of second hand uniform items. For further assistance telephone:  8346 3411

STUDENT TRANSPORT

SCHOOL BUS SERVICE CHANGES

ADELAIDE METRO BUS ROUTES & TIMETABLES

286  Henley Beach to City
287  Henley Beach to City
288  West Lakes Centre Interchange to City
H22  Henley Beach South to Wattle Park
H32  Henley Beach South to City


CO-CURRICULAR NEWS

If your son or daughter has been selected in a sporting representative team or has sporting achievements that you would like to share with the SMC community please email sally.nicholson@smc.sa.edu.au or jessica.fanto@smc.sa.edu.au

WINTER SPORT TRAINING TIMES
All fixtures are emailed to teams weekly. They can also be found on the College sport noticeboard as well as on the intranet and the College website www.smc.sa.edu.au.  http://www.smc.sa.edu.au/news-information/current-sports-fixture

We are looking forward to the season ahead.  Please contact me at the College if you have any further queries.
Miss Jessica Fanto, Boys Co-curricular Coordinator & Mrs Sally Nicholson, Girls Co-curricular Coordinator

REMINDER: Uniforms
Please ensure you visit Sports Centre at 142 Port Road, Hindmarsh, to purchase the correct uniform for your son/daughter. Further information is available via the website:  www.sportscentre.com.au  or  http://www.smc.sa.edu.au/__files/f/2850/co_curricular_website.pdf

Please follow the link below to access times and venues. These have also been emailed to students.
CURRICULAR RESULTS

PRIMARY CAMPUS

BASKETBALL

U9  SMC 8 v SOS 18
U12  SMC 5 v SOS 9

FOOTBALL

PRIMARY A  SMC 7.7 v TC 5.6; Goals: Liambis 2, Laduma 1, Vassallo 1, Mudronja 1, Dorian 1, Laudato 1; Best: Liambis, Vassallo, Mudronja, Balkwill, Laudato.

PRIMARY B  BYE
Year 4/5  BYE

SOCCER

PRIMARY A  SMC 6 v IC 1
Year 4/5  SMC 1 v PAC 10

SECONDARY CAMPUS - BOYS

BASKETBALL

OPEN A  SMC 40 v by SIG 42: Best: M Boulton, L Young, S Darling
OPEN B  SMC 35 v SIG 26; Best: D Zanardo, D Colwill
OPEN C  SMC 29 vs SIC 42; Best Player: M Luppino
JUNIOR A  SMC 36 v SIC 48; Best: B Smith, C Murphy
JUNIOR B  SMC 41 v SIC 14; Best: B Barnean
JUNIOR C  SMC 35 v SIC 5; Best: T Baldan, S Hooper, A Tasovac

FOOTBALL

1st XVIII  SMC 9.6 v SPSC 19.12; Best: Cardone, J Schmusch, Zille, Ginever, Guidera, Guidera, Paparella; Best Team Men: J Schmusch, Johnson, Currie
2nd XVIII  SMC 12.1 0 v SPSC 7.12; Goals: Hosie 5, O’Dwyer 2; Best: Deluca, Hosie, O’Dwyer, Reichstein, Peters, Hamlyn, Jackson
10A  Bye
9A  SMC 9.15 v SPSC 19.12; Goals: A Martin 2, T Wegener 2, C McLed 1, C Rugari 1, O Schipper 1, J Zille 1; Best: C Potter, J Zille, D Hogan.
9B  SMC 4.11 v UHS 9.16; Goals: M Longo 2, E Gates Ashton 1, E Diamanti; Best: M Bandick, E Gates Ashton, D Joseph.
8A  SMC 10.9 v CBC 9.5; Goals: L Firns 3, A Karpluk 3, L Jesson 1, D Passaniti 1, S Scalzi 1, C Karafoulidis 1; Best: E Abbott, H Camacho, L Jesson, E Marchioro, A Karpluk
8B  SMC 17.13 v CBC 2.3; Goals: R Nikoleaff 5, J Mansell 3, C Wood 2, G Vellotti 2, J Puzzouli 2, M White 1, C Minchenberg 1; Best: J Puzzouli, J Mansell, R Nikoleaff

SOCCER

1st XI  SMC 6 v GHS 3; Best: J Morii, G Caridi, N McCarthy; Goals: J Mohammed 3, N Davis 2, C Kayumba 1
2nd XI  SMC 3 v CC 4; Best Players: Harry, Angelo, Simon
10 Gold  Postponed
9 Gold  SMC 2 v CBC 2; Best: I Crowe, F Panuccio, N Medic; Goals: N Medic 1, F Panuccio 1
10 Blue  SMC 2 v SHC 1; Best Players: T Holmes 1
8 Gold  SMC 3 v NMHS 1; Best: A Pisaniello, L Cubelic, T Moore; Goals: M Perrotta 1, M Borges 1, J Mao 1
8 Royal Blue  SMC 1 v NMHS 0; Best: N Mosca, D Olechkov, N Aurora; Goals: N Mosca
8 Maroon  Not Provided

SECONDARY CAMPUS - GIRLS

BADMINTON

Year 8  SMC 3(6-131) v OLSH 1(3-123)

NETBALL

OPEN A  BYE
OPEN A2  BYE
OPEN B1  SMC 45 v NA 10; Best Players: A Zamperin, M Voulgarakis
OPEN B2  SMC 37 v SHC 14
OPEN C1(1)  SMC 16 v CAB 13
OPEN C1(2)  SMC 31 v SHC 12
OPEN C2  SMC 21 v SIG 10; Best Players: C Adam, C Duval, M Ware
10A1  SMC 37 v MERC 9; Best Players: F Dianos, L Trond
10A2  SMC 19 v CISH 23; Best Players: C Hammond, B Taylor
10B1  SMC 6 v MERC 23; Best Players: O Sharman, O Clarke
10B2  SMC 47 v CAB 14; Best Players: C Turner, G Watts, R Nelli, A Jenko
9B1  SMC 29 v MERC 8; Best Players: C Kargas, N Svetlichny, L Daly
9B2  SMC 17 v SDPC 21; Best Players: K Burgess, E Franson
9C1  BYE
8A1  SMC 31 v MERC 12; Best Players: E Hoffman, C Leitner, K O’Connor
8A2  BYE
8B1  SMC 9 v KILD 32; Best Players: G Wallace, T Ginever, B Gaffney
8C1  BYE
8C2  SMC 1 v Mary Mackillop 13; Best Players: K Phillips, O Patterson

SOCCER

Junior 8/9  SMC 3 v Seymour 0
Mark Le Messurier – PARENT EDUCATION SEMINAR
AT ST MICHAEL’S COLLEGE – PRIMARY CAMPUS

TOPIC: RAISING BEAUT KIDS –
Which window do you parent your kids from?

Wednesday 4th June, 6.30pm – 8pm
St Michael’s College - Primary Campus
78 East Avenue, Beverley

RAISING BEAUT KIDS: Recipes for parents on when to say ‘yes’ and how to say ‘no’

Mark Le Messurier is a teacher, counsellor and author. He regularly presents at conferences throughout Australasia and is a recipient of an Australian National Excellence in Teaching Award. Mark works in schools and in private practice in Adelaide with young people he affectionately calls ‘Tough Kids’. He is the architect of the ‘Mentoring Program’ now running in many Catholic and state schools throughout Australia to support vulnerable students. Mark's latest book - his 9th - RAISING BEAUT KIDS follows hot on the heels of PARENTING TOUGH KIDS which became an international best seller. Mark’s books will be available at the seminar for purchase, using cash or credit card.

To hear about RAISING BEAUT KIDS, listen to the radio interview with Debra Tribe on ABC

RAISING BEAUT KIDS is beautifully presented in a cookbook-style. Each chapter offers a typical tricky scenario that parents often face at home with their children and teens - accompanied with the ingredients that fire things up! Then a set of ‘Recipe rescues’ are offered as a problem solver: a practical way to respond to kids when they serve up tricky behaviours. The ‘Recipe rescues’ are designed to help parents steer the behaviour of their kids (and their own behaviour) in more positive directions, within the context of building healthy relationships.

You see, Beaut Kids just don’t happen! Children begin life by being naturally impulsive and self-motivated. They look to parents to show sound judgement, compassionate leadership and the capacity to develop predictable boundaries and routines. Kids need connected parents who can make the tough calls when required, even when making such calls inconveniences them. In short, our kids need parents that know, ‘when to say yes, and how to say no’. How parents do this often depends a lot more on their personal parenting style than on the kids themselves. Come and learn about your parenting style in a fun and interactive atmosphere.

You’ll discover -

What your parenting style really is - the window you mostly live in
Whether your management style is the same at work and at home
Whether your parenting style is working for you, and for the kids
Is it likely to work for you in the future - is it sustainable?

Once you leave the workshop - the next time you’re faced with one of kids, you’ll be able to ask yourself;

Which window do I ‘feel like’ reacting from?
Should I move to another window?
If I need to move, how I gather the energy and poise to do this?
Which window is most likely to result in a constructive solution, and has a good chance of strengthening our relationship?

In the end, parents who RAISE BEAUT KIDS know how to cleverly apply, ‘when to say yes, how to say no’ by moving freely and consciously from window to window in the Social Control Window.

For more information on RAISING BEAUT KIDS
Mark Le Messurier - YouTube Channel- www.youtube.com/channel/UCO2krMv4ldOzcz2uU7WY-Uw
“Come on! Come along, bring a party of friends and have some fun with me. I dare you!” – Mark

RSVP by no later than Wednesday, 28th May 2014
to: smcprimary@smc.sa.edu.au OR 8346 6548 (SMC Primary Campus)